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New York City's most prestigious independent bookstore, will feature an interactive print program where books and magazines are given real, three-dimensional, printed experiences, on the shelves! Science,
art, and, yes, even romance and literature, appear more beautiful and real than ever in the enhanced sound and visual effects; the offering all levels of printed media and plenty of reading material, a few

surprises and free titles to boot. This book is a unique chance to get to know the author of extraordinary first novels Alexia, Emily Snow, A Quiverfull Legacy, Jennifer Ivie, Morning Mate, and Silent Brother. The
book includes reflections by Meg Cabot on where she has come from and what she has gained from her life as a writer. She is quite candid and tells about her book, her family, her life, and her writing. Each

chapter includes the famous Cabot family pictures taken during the author’s childhood in Missouri. The pictures are laugh-out-loud funny, Meg Cabot is a great storyteller, and they perfectly illustrate the point
she makes as she relates her own life story. This is an extraordinary gift book. What are you waiting for? Add this volume to your collection right away! If you are looking to purchase a series of books in a specific
genre of read, romance, children’s books, young adult literature, or even self-help books, these titles can assist you in finding a good series for your type of interest. This listing serves as a destination to a series
of popular romance novels. Friendship and loyalty carry the day in this spirited third title of Cabots Rules-for-Girls series (The New Girl, 2008, etc.). Nine-year-old Allie Finkle and her troupe of four best friends (all

with nicely distinctive personalities) at Pine Heights Elementary are appalled by the bossiness of a new girl from Toronto, Canada, who arrives after the winter break in much-coveted high-heeled suede boots
and a T-shirt that declares TNT: Talent Not Talk. Cheyenne OMalley doesnt have time for the recess games that Allie and her pals delight in playing, but instead engineers a class-wide kissing game that

demonstrates her superior maturity and throws Allie for a loop. Why would anyone want to kiss the back-of-the-class boys they all know are creepy, or even go with them somewhere The irony is hilarious and
touching, and the author addresses preteen agony by rendering boys and girls alike in a three-dimensional light, even Allies pesky younger brothers and her quirky young Uncle Jay, who suffers from a broken

heart. A pleaser. (Fiction. 8-12)
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